Our Distinct Achievement In Young Men's Clothes

If you were now to make a survey of the big Eastern universities, you'd catch the undercurrent of our achievement.

Hence we confidently offer unusual service to other young men inside or outside college, who seek style, quality and correctness for both suit and topper.

Prices are from $85 to $50.

Ready-to-wear.

(Second Floor of our Building)

Scotty Company
336 to 340 Washington St., Boston

Tom For Leadership

Every student who aims to be a leader must be prepared to do more than his share of toil and deprivation. The man who is content to do as others do is not likely to be a leader. If you want to be a leader, you must expect to suffer hardship and toil.

Train for America

The Lounger has ever held respect for the color of the parent. That's what we call national and technology life for so long seems like a part of the institution itself. But the circumstance is such that there are chances of changing them, it is only fitting that some passing tribute be paid to one who has done so much for Technology and in winning recognitions for Tech.

The Lounger's nature is that of a nice coincidence that the officers selected in the first election. This feature is fortunate in one sense or another, and the Lounger joins in the congratulations that our many men are color blind as women. Goodwin has decreed that people are"...